Connecting TEACHERS with INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS in EVERY CLASSROOM

HOW IT WORKS FOR EDUCATORS

√ Bring classroom lessons to life with virtual show and tell
√ Expose students to STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Math) related jobs
√ Inspire students through role models bringing the workplace to the classroom
√ Virtual field trips creating moments of discovery

HOW IT WORKS FOR COMPANIES

√ Share skills without leaving the office
√ Reach more classrooms effectively online from anywhere at anytime
√ Track employee engagement and workforce development
√ Share contributions among networks

POWERING SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES

√ Power regional ecosystems by breaking down barriers between the education and business sectors
√ Identify, curate, connect, and manage local employer engagement
√ Build self-sustaining communities with proven, actionable data

PREPKC.NEPRIS.COM

TOGETHER WE CAN SHAPE THE FUTURE OF OUR REGION!

Questions? Contact Brittany Verrette
bverrette@prepkc.org